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COFECE announces change of address  
 

Mexico City, April 17, 2019.- The Federal Economic Competition Commission informs that as of April 
29, it will operate at its new offices located on Av. Revolución. #725, Colonia Santa María Nonoalco, 
Benito Juárez, Mexico City, ZIP Code 03700, as was published today in the Federal Official Gazette. 
As of said date, all information, proceedings, paperwork -and in general all legal and administrative 
effects before this Authority- shall be submitted at the appointed address. 

The change of address is framed in a series of actions that COFECE implements since 2016 in order 
to strengthen the safeguarding of information under its custody and to ensure security in its offices. 

COFECE identified structural risks in its work path at its current premises which could not be properly 
addressed due to the presence of several companies sharing the same building. In August 2017, the 
Commission presented a relocation proposal before the Chamber of Deputies, considering the 
expiration of the leasing contract and with the purpose of fulfilling existing plans of an orderly move 
to a new address. The legislative body approved necessary resources for the 2018 budget. Likewise, 
the Commission asked for an appraisal from the Institute for Administration and Valuation of 
National Estates (INDAABIN), which in turn favored the Revolution Avenue premises for physical, 
legal, financial and productive reasons. 

Relocating to new premises will mitigate institutional risks and will contribute to significant 
reductions in commute time and costs for the Commission’s personnel. For more information, 
citizens can contact COFECE at the following e-mail address: comunicacionsocial@cofece.mx 
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A BETTER MEXICO IS EVERYONE’S BUSINESS  
 

The Federal Economic Competition Commission is entrusted with safeguarding competition and free market access. This 
contributes to people’s well-being and the efficient functioning of markets. With its work, COFECE seeks better conditions 

for consumers, more services of higher quality and a “level playing field” for companies. 

 


